2005 dodge ram condenser fan

After shopping around this was the best price I found for a direct replacement. The installation
was easy and only took about 30 minutes, including the recharge of the system. Perfect fit and I
now have ice cold air even when at idle. Thanks parts geek and thanks to all the people who
spend time making vids for us who cant afford a mechanic :D. Good quality fan went in with
only a little trim of plastic. Didn't have to rescue freon thankfully due to YouTube video. And
now I'm cool in the Arizona sun. Another time consuming job about two and half hours to
complete. The local temperature here in south eastern North Carolina has average 90 plus
degree. Thanks to you for good parts at reasonable prices. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
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Click to Enlarge. Product Remark: Does Not Fit 8. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. APDI TYC September 23rd,
Posted by Perfect fit! August 20th, Posted by Arizona heat with no ac fan. March 9th, Posted by
Palato. June 20th, Posted by Ralph. Catalog: K. Catalog: P. Vehicle Dodge Ram Catalog: Q.
Vehicle Engine Dodge Ram Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Catalog: N. My ac condenser fan has no
power going to it. Before the fuse melted in the fuse box. I replaced the fuse box and it worked
for awhile but then it went out. And the fan is fine because I have hooked it up to the battery and
it worked. What can I do to fix this? They should be in the power distribution box. I have the
same problem. AC condenser fan will not run. I also hooked it up straight to the battery and the
motor works. I checked the fuses, they are good, bought a relay and tested it but the fan still did
not work The ECM controls when the condenser fan cycles on n off. Start at the fan plug, see if
you get power And the fan is fine because I have hook The AC condenser fan doesn't work also
when my truck is running but in park or at a light the AC doesn't blow cold air when I get back
to driving little ways it will kick out cold air. Blower fan suddenly stopped working. I've replaced
the motor and resistor, fuse checked out good I'm not sure where to look next. Any help is
appreciated! When I turn the fan control switch on sometimes the fan will come on and mostly
will not. Need to check somehow to see if it is the motor or the fan control switch. Was shocked
to find out just how I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Ac condenser fan not working.
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you. Business Hours. See Item Specifics section for additional specifications about this part.
Additional Information. This may be an OEM Product. OEM designates a replacement part made
by the manufacturer of the original partinstalled on the vehicle when it was first produced. Most
cars are originally assembled with parts made by companies other than the one whose emblem
appears on the vehicle. For example, BMW does not manufacture parts, they assemble parts
from many parts manufacturers into a finished vehicle. We sell this item in increments of 1,
which may be less than you need for your application. Check the compatibility information in
the listing to discover the qty your vehicle may require.. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review
the notes section in the compatibility chart for additional specifications about this part. The
engine types may include 3. This part fits vehicles made in the following years , ,,,,, Interchange
Part Numbers. This item may interchange to the following part numbers from other brands. This
is provided for reference only and does not guarantee that the part your are buying is identical
to the part numbers from the brands listed below. We are NOT a big box! No, we are an actual
auto parts store with a massive inventory. We have been selling automotive parts and supplies
to do it yourselfers and professional installers for over thirty years. We offer old fashioned
service with today's technology. Return shipping paid by. All rights reserved. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. Fastest delivery: Feb 25 - March 2. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and
malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts,
labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate

Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or
Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Loading recommendations for you.
Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout.
We do not have any recommendations at this time. Image Unavailable Image not available for
Color:. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? It is not created or sold by the OE car
company. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Fits and works good. You do have to remove the condenser coil so you will need to
recharge the system but my husband does AC work and was able to pull a vacuum and
recharge the system back up. It says it has a year Warranty but Don't count on a lot of help
getting it replaced. Had to go and purchase a new one from AutoZone or be without air
conditioning in Texas in the summer. I would avoid this like the plague. What I'm hearing if they
have to contact manufacturer to see what to do. I bought it from them but they don't seem to
think they need to warranty it. One person found this helpful. Unit fit with some modification to
cover. Removed the wire plugged in connector and used original wire to plug into fan. Worked
great for about year, sent email to inquire about replacement or exchange. They sent me a
replacement next day. Awesome Working great. Only rating it as a 4 for now till I see how long
this one last, but from the factory one to this one you can hear this fan moving some air that's
for sure. It's alot louder but not complaining about he noise since I know it's working. Had to
modify the frame to get it to fit, but worked and fixed my ac. Bought this for my 02 Dodge ram.
I've installed it about half a year ago. And is still going strong. I did make some cuts here and
there so I wouldn't have to remove the condenser. It was a pain but I did it. This is a great one. I
will definitely recommend this product for future purchases. Better fit than O. Better price than
some want for the motor. Took 2 hours including adding Freon on dodger ram 5. It has a
notched area in front that made it easier to get back in than O. E would have been. Connector
was OE type as well. Use existing bushings for bottom and 2 top rubber grommets. Highly
recommend See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: dodge
hubcaps , truck ac , dodge truck products , dodge parts , dodge parts , dodge truck parts.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
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Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Our
mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified
mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The
AC condenser converts the AC gas refrigerant into a liquid form. In this process, it generates a
lot of heat in the AC system. The job of the AC condenser fan is to remove the heat from the AC
system by blowing air across the condenser. By removing the heat from the system, it keeps
the pressure in the AC system down allowing the AC to provide the coolest air possible. If you
use the AC when the fan is not working, the AC will generate hot air. It will severely damage the
major components in the AC system. The AC system is a sealed unit. It is not something you
will inspect or service unless you notice a change. If you notice a change in the temperature of
the air through the AC vents not as cold as it should be , schedule an inspection. In addition to
your comfort, air conditioning systems add value to your vehicle. You should keep your AC fully
operational. In some systems, the hot and cold air are blended to achieve the desired
temperature setting. In these cases, when the AC system fails, in addition to not getting any
cold air, the entire temperature regulation can be thrown off. Estimate price near me. Service

Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. How it's done: Use the gauge to measure the pressure. Verify fan is
not turning on when AC is on. Check for power and ground at AC fan. Check AC fan relay and
fuses. Remove and replace faulty fan assembly. Check for proper operation of the fan. Our
recommendation: The AC system is a sealed unit. What common symptoms indicate you may
need to replace the AC Condenser Fan? Air conditioning is not as cold
wiring diagram for intertherm electric furnace
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as it should be. Air conditioning does not work at all. How important is this service?
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Dodge Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Dodge mechanics Real customer reviews from Dodge owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Joe 0 years of experience. Request Joe. Joe was great. Will be sure to
request him in the future with all of our cars. Peter 36 years of experience. Request Peter. I
really appreciate Pete's mechanical knowledge and willingness to work with customers to get
the job done right. John 23 years of experience. Request John. Right on time. Nice guy that
answered all my questions. Only issue was hat he needed an electrical hookup that I did not
know about. There was a Stripes close by and was able to us their plug. Johnny is an amazing
mechanic. Very professional, very knowledgeable, and very courteous. I couldn't be happier to
have found Johnny and yourmechanic. I highly recommend! How can we help? Read FAQ.

